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MOTHERHOOD REFLECTED IN VERONICA ROTH’S DIVERGENT NOVEL (2011):

A FEMINIST PRESPECTIVE

ABSTRAK

Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menjelaskan keibuan dari tokoh utama yang terjadi pada
novel Divergent (2011) karya Veronica Roth dengan menggunakan teori feminism. Novel
Divergent (2011) dianalisa dengan mengacu pada dua point: pertama adalah analisa
yang berdasar pada elemen structural, dan yang kedua adalah analisa mengenai
motherhood dengan mengunakan teori feminism. Penelitian ini menggunakan
pendekatan deskriptif kualitatif. Penelitian ini menggunakan dua sumber data yaitu,
pertama adalah novel Divergent (2011) karya Veronica Roth sebagai sumber utama.
Sumber data yang kedua adalah pencarian dari buku, biografi penulis, jurnal, sumber
yang berhubungan langsung dengan penelitian. Dua jenis data tersebut diperoleh
melalui perpustakaan yang dianalisa menggunakan analisa deskriptif. Berdasarkan
penelitian tersebut, peneliti menyimpulkan beberapa kesimpulan. Pertama adalah elemen
structural novel yang diperoleh melalui karakter dan karakterisasi, setting tempat dan
waktu, plot, sudut pandang, dan tema yang tersusun menjadi satu sebagai cerita dalam
novel tersebut. Kedua adalah berdasarkan pada teori feminism dalam partisipasi wanita,
peran wanita, hak wanita, dan posisi wanita yang terjadi pada karakter utama dan
karakter lainnya dalam novel Divergent (2011).

Kata kunci: Keibuan, Elemen Structural Novel, Teori Feminism

ABSTRACT

This study aimed to describe motherhood main character happens to the novel Divergent
(2011) by Veronica Roth by using the theory of feminism. Divergent Novel (2011)
analyzed with reference to two points: the first is based on the analysis of structural
elements, and the second is the analysis of motherhood by using the theory of feminism.
This research use descriptive qualitative approach. This study uses two sources of data,
namely, the first is a novel Divergent (2011) by Veronica Roth as a primary source. The
second data source is the search of a book, a biography of the author, journal, sources
that are directly related to the research. Two types of data obtained through the library
were analyzed using descriptive analysis. Based on these studies, researchers concluded
some conclusions. The first is a novel structural element obtained through the characters
and characterization, setting the place and time, plot, point of view, and the theme is
structured into one as the story in the novel. The second is based on the theory of
feminism in woman’s participation, woman’s role, women's rights, and woman’s position
that occurred on the main character and the other characters in the Divergent novel
(2011).

Keywords: Motherhood, Structural Elements Novel, Feminist Theory
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1. INTRODUCTION

Divergent novel contains the story of a nation in the Chicago area.

Chicago government community split into five factions in the hope of creating

a better country, a more peaceful world and there was no hostility or discord.

All the events in the book take place in the five factions that Abnegation,

Erudite, Dauntless, Amity, and Candor.

The issue in this study is the motherhood of the Mother main character

in this novel is Natalie Prior. The main character in this novel named Beatrice

prior, she was born by Natalie Prior derived from Abnegation faction.

Abnegation is a faction that is always concerned with others than her. This

faction was always helping other factions if they trouble suffer. Abnegation

members are often discriminated against by other factions, such as an article

released by Erudite. Article contains slanderous article about the denial.

Beatrice felt that she did not fit with his faction today. In countries

where Beatrice and his family life, have a rule which says that every citizen

who has been sixteen years old are required to follow the election faction.

Brad finally opted for leave factions that had been raised for sixteen years, but

in his new faction she sometimes still confused with the choice because the

choices are very different from the results of intelligence tests that have

attended the day before Election Day.

A. Problem Statement

The main problem of this study is “Why does the mother Beatrice

Prior want to risk her life to save her son when the great of war going on?”

B. Limitation of the Study

In this study, the writer’s focuses on the analysis of Motherhood in

Veronica Rooth’s Divergent Novel (2011) based on the Feminist

Prespective.

C. Underlying Theory

This chapter deals with underlying theory the writer presents the

theories that support to analyze Motherhood at Divergent novel by
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Veronica Roth’s. The theory consists of Feminist Perspective, which is

appropriate to analyze the problem in this novel Divergent.

a. Feminist Literary Criticism

Feminist literary criticism is literary criticism informed by feminist

theory, or, more broadly, by the politics of feminism. It uses feminist

principles and ideology to critique the language of literature. This

school of thought seeks to analyze and describe the ways in which

literature portrays the narrative of male domination by exploring the

economic, social, political, and psychological forces embedded within

literature. (Wikipedia.com)

b. Major Principle of Feminism

1. Woman’s Position

According to Mandel (1995: 14) in Feminist Issues, woman were

subordinated by a special form of life called patriarchy through

which man has all superior social roles and maintains woman

subordinate and exploited position.

2. Woman’s Role

According to Mandel (1995: 54) “woman are traditionally defined

by their role as daughters, wives, and mothers. Women with

disabilities are assumed unable to full care taking and partnership

roles.”

3. Woman’s Rights

Humm (2002: 53) states that woman also demand the right to

choose what they attend to, including having freedom to be what

they want to be.

4. Woman Participation

Women have equal participation to the men, so that women feel

that men appreciate their work in order to get profession, and

woman have the similar access to the men’s participation in social,

politic, economic, sector, and roles in society. (Mandel, 1995: 215)
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c. Motherhood

Motherhood is a child born to slave mothers were slaves,

regardless of the father's status, whether black or white, free or slave.

Laws regarding the status of slave children—called the "increase" or

"issuance" of the mother—varied from state to state, though all

revolved around the fact that, as spelled out by Jacob Wheeler in his

1837 treatise on slavery, "the child before born is part of the mother,

and its condition the same; the birth does not alter its rights" (p. 323).

In some states even if the mother was freed soon after the birth of a

child, the child was required to be in servitude for the same number of

years as she was before her emancipation.

Motherhood has been one of the issues which have split

feminist movements. Most women become mothers, and many

feminists have regarded motherhood as a uniting element among

women and have based their claims to rights for women on it. On the

other hand, the issue of motherhood has also been one of the anchor

points for denying women rights and equality and for discriminating

against them. In her view, the decision to become a mother is therefore

never performed “in complete liberty”, not even through ART (de

Beauvoir 1953, 696).

d. Novel

Congeniality of this novel of said also by Aminuddin (1987:

51) that: “Novel as one of the prose belles letters form, a structure can

be in explaining and comprehended to pass intrinsic aspect analysis

and aspect of extrinsic. A structure, art text of belles letters represent

something that of complex with elements which consist in it. Contained

complexity cover element, discussion, structure discourse, art

signification, beauty, cultural social, good values of philosophy value,

religion, and also physiology and also its background.”
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2. RESEARCH METHOD

The researcher uses a qualitative research. It is a library research while

data sources need literary data. This kind of research has purpose to analyze

literature using psychoanalytic approach. The first step of conducting the

research is determining the type of the study. The second is determining the

object of the study. Then the third is determining data and data sources. The

fourth is determining the technique of data collection, and the fifth is

determining technique of data analysis. The object of the study of the research

is Divergent novel (2011), written by Veronica Roth.

3. RESEARCH FINDING

A. Analysis of Structural Elements of the Novel

a. Character and Characterization

Before we talk about characters, first we should know the

meaning of characters itself. There are some theories according to the

authors that are taken from library’s book. In this connection Kenney

(1966: 15) states that:

“We are introduced to the story’s title character: we are

informed that he has a wife, we are told that, like her husband,

she is young and we are told that she is pretty.”

1) Major Character

a) Beatrice “Tris” Prior

Beatrice “Tris” Prior is the main character on the novel

Divergent. She was 16 years old she is a snack of a couple who

came from Abnegation faction. Beatrice is the daughter of

Andrew and Natalie prior. She has an older brother named

Caleb prior. Beatrice has an oval face, big round eyes, and thin

nose.

b) Tobias “Four” Eaton
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Tobias “Four” Eaton is Tris’s instructor. Four is a tall guy and

has a short hair and deep blue eyes. He had tattooed the symbol

of each faction on his spine.

c) Christina

Christina is one of Beatrice’s friends. She is tall girl and brown

skin, dark eyes and hair. She is the one who support and help

Tris each time Tris got problems.

d) Will

Will is one of the participant’s initiations of Erudite faction

who decided to switch to Dauntless. Will was the one of Tris’s

best friend in Dauntless. She had blond shaggy hair and a

crease between his eyebrows. She is really smart on calculating

something.

e) Albert “Al”

Albert was a man from Candor, and he chose Dauntless as a

new faction. He has largest and broadest of all the initiates but

a little clumsy. He has dark brown eyes, brown skin.

f) Peter Hayes

Peter has born in Candor then transfer to Dauntless, he is rude

and is not cut out for candor, he picks on Tris by calling her a

“Stiff” and harassing her physically, he is Tris’s main enemy.

g) Molly Atwood

Molly was born in Candor, then choose the Dauntless as her

faction. She is Peter Friend’s. She is tall girl and has dark eyes

and bronze skin.

h) Drew

Drew is a new initiation participant who moved to Dauntless.

He has a body like a boulder and orange colored hair like

carrots.

i) Eric
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Eric is the leader of the Dauntless. He was eighteen years old,

the youngest Dauntless leader ever been.

j) Jeanine Matthews

Jeanine Matthews is one of the only representatives of Erudite

elected government to be one of the political leaders who have

been based on the value of his IQ.

k) Max

Max is one of the leaders of the factions of the new voters who

have determined the choice to join the faction he leads the

Dauntless.

2) Minor Character

a) Tori

Tori are a Dauntless assigned to provide Proficiency tests to all

the children who will conduct the election faction.

b) Robert

Robert is the older brother of Susan Black and he was also a

school friend of Beatrice.

c) Marcus

Marcus is one of the co-workers from Beatrice's father in the

office, they work as a political leader and sometimes he also

experienced a difficult thing at the office just like her father.

d) Edward

Edward comes from Erudite and move to become a new

member in the Dauntless. He is very proficient in the field of

the fight because he has mastered since childhood.

e) Myra

Myra is Edward girlfriend’s. She always crying, she has not

good enought in combat battle.

f) Uriah Pedrad
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Uriah was one of the original participant’s dauntless initiations.

She had dark eyes and brown skin.

g) Shauna

Shauna was pure generation of Dauntless. She is one of  Lynn

and Uriah bestfriend. She has bronze skin.

h) Zake

Zake is the older brother of Shauna. He is smaller than Uriah

but he is stronger and faster in terms of Hit.

i) Gabe

Gabe is one of the original participant’s dauntless initiations

that many people say he is like a dog companions.

j) Caleb Prior

Caleb is bother for Beatrice Prior and he was born from

Abnegation’s family. He was someone who was very fond of

his sister, he had dark hair, a long nose, green eyes, and has a

dimple.

k) Andrew Prior

Andrew is Beatrice father’s. He works on government. He had

hooked nose with black. He is caring man.

l) Natalie Prior

Natalie Prior is the mother of the main character of this novel;

she comes from a faction Abnegation.

b. Setting

1. Setting of Place

There are many set of place which is described in The

Divergent (2011) novel. The places namely: The Hub, Abnegation

Sector, The Pit, The Chasm, Michigan Avenue, Hancock Building,

Erudite Headquarter, and Millennium Park.

2. Setting of Time
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In the novel divergent, all factions respect the democratic

philosophy of the ancestors who stated that everyone has the right

to choose its own way of life. Each faction has criteria and

different establishments. The novel takes place sometimes in the

future after apocalypse, it is concluded that time or the year of the

period in Divergent novel is unknown.

c. Plot

According to Kennedy (1983: 47), “plot is a story which

contains sequence of events. The sequence is related to cause and

effect, an event is caused by another event.”

1. Exposition

Exposition or beginning relates to the introduction of the

story, introducing to the main character and the author also

introduces when and where the incidents occur and basic line of

conflict (Kennedy, 1983: 8). The Divergent Novel explains

exposition that describes a process or idea from the beginning of

the story by the main character named Beatrice Prior. She was very

confused and shocked when skill tests showed that she was

actually a “Divergent”.

2. Conflict

According to Kennedy (1983, 15), "complication is the

conflict, which leads to the other conflicts". Conflict is divided into

two conflicts, namely internal conflict and external conflict.

a. Internal conflict is an experienced from within the character,

such as the problems that come from within and not involve

outsiders. The internal conflict is happening when Tris so make

it just be someone who is Protagonist, she did not want the test

result known by anyone and she was very confused that is
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equal between her factions. Abnegation, Dauntless, Erudite or

Divergent.

“I don’t understand—how could inconclusive test

results be dangerous?—but I still nod. I don’t want

to share my test results with anyone anyway.

“Okay.” I peel my hands from the arms of the chair

and stand. I feel unsteady. “I suggest,” Tori says,

“that you go home. You have a lot of thinking to do,

and waiting with the others may not benefit you.” “I

have to tell my brother where I’m going.” “I’ll let

him know.” I touch my forehead and stare at the

floor as I walk out of the room. I can’t bear to look

her in the eye. I can’t bear to think about the

Choosing Ceremony tomorrow. It’s my choice now,

no matter what the test says. Abnegation. Dauntless.

Erudite. Divergent.” (Divergent, p. 14)

b. External conflict is happened between the character’s self

towards the environment, the society or with the outside world.

The external conflict experienced by Tris and Petter was when

she learned that his ranking into the First Position, which was

originally first position is always occupied by Edward. If

before Peter hated her, now that she knows that rank below

Tris certain he will hostility by Peter.

“… I should be pleased that I am ranked first, but I

know what that means. If Peter and his friends hated

me before, they will despise me now. Now I am

Edward. It could be my eye next. Or worse.”

(Divergent, p. 112)
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3. Climax

Climax of the story is reached when the conflict goes on

and reaches its right point of intensive (Klarer, 1999: 15, Kennedy,

1993: 9,). The climax is the moment of greatest tension at which

the out

Come is to be decided. Climax is the turning point of the

novel toward which the rising action leads. The conflict that

appears in the top of story is climax. Climax happened when the

story came to the point of the highest emotion intensity.

Climax of this story when Tris and Four wanted to stop the

simulation was created by Jeanine. He made this simulation as if

run by it, because it uses a fluid that can make the solder mind

empty and helpless because of the effects of the serum. So they

cannot distinguish between enemy and friends.

“The simulation manipulates him,” says Jeanine. I

can barely hear her over the pounding in my ears.

“By altering what he sees—making him confuse

enemy with friend.” (Divergent, p. 182)

“The advantage to this version of the simulation,”

she says, her eyes alight, “is that he can act

independently, and is therefore far more effective

than a mindless soldier.” (Divergent, p. 182)

4. Resolution

Resolution means the end of the story. Klarer (1999: 38)

states that resolution happens when the conflict that has been

getting high through the climax starts to be cooling down.

Resolution of the conflict is when Tris and Four managed

to stop the simulation. She was asked by her mother to look for my

brother and his father in the basement. Mom Tris asked her to run
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as fast as possible so that it is not caught by the soldiers who are

still wandering simulation.

“Go to your father and brother. The alley on the

right, down to the basement. Knock twice, then

three times, then six times.” She cups my cheeks.

Her hands are cold; her palms are rough. “I’m going

to distract them. You have to run as fast as you

can.” (Divergent, p. 185)

5. Causality

Causality is the part of the story, which is show that the

events are, related each other.

There are many major events happened in the story, the

causality of the Divergent novel as follows:

The first causality to leave with Beatrice Prior, she

is sixteen years old, decided to leave her family and

transfer to other faction. From Abnegation to

Dauntless (Divergent, p. 20).

After he joined the Dauntless, she follows the

initiation process. In the initiation process initiation

Tris and other participants are asked to learn how to

fire a weapon and how to win the fight in their own

way (Divergent, p. 35).

She met with her best friend Christina, Will, and

Albert. She makes her first tattoo with them. Tris

decided to make three raven tattoo designs, a

symbol if each member of her family she leaves

before (Divergent, p. 40)
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6. Plausability

The Plausibility that things make a sense of the story in the

novel is the life story of the main character. The plausibility is

happen logically. It had change the major character`s personality

and life.

From the beginning of the story, this novel describing a

Beatrice Prior, a woman who was sixteen years old comes from

factions Abnegation. The day before the Election Day he followed

the proficiency test to determine what faction which to choose.

(Divergent, p. 9).

In Abnegation, they had to be the selflessness, but

Beatrice was not kind of that person. She was

always breaking Abnegation values because of her

selfishness and her curiosity (Divergent, p. 18).

After the show finished, Tris switch to Dauntless

faction and she runs follow the original members

and participants moving new member of Dauntless

(Divergent, p. 24)

d. Point of View

According to Klarer (1999: 21), "point of view is regarded as

the way of the author telling to the story. It is divided into two kinds,

first, is participant of the first person narrator". It means that the author

introduces himself as a character in the story. Then, the second is non-

participant or third person narrator. In this point of view, the author

does not involve himself as the character in the story.

In Divergent (2011) novel, the narrator not only knows about

the physically of each characters, but also knows the mind of each

characters. Tris as the main character and also being narrator, could

describe the other character and she could describe her physical

appearance.
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e. Theme

Theme is controlling idea that suggest a morality which is

attempted to life accurately or to reveal some truth. Theme also

introduces some concept of theory of life into some elements that is

illustrated in the story (Koesnosoebroto, 1988: 76).

So that readers know the story on this literary novel and

understand the message and meaning, the authors suggest to the reader

to understand how each of you that the story in the novel is read with

interesting, because this novel manifold stories Action.

The theme presented in Divergent Novel (2011) is about

family, love, friendship, choice, courage, and sacrifice. It all happened

by Beatrice Prior as the main character. He was very confused when

he should be faced with several options that chose to live with the

faction that has been raised or moved and try new things on the other

faction. He and his brother also asked for an opinion with their parents

about what factions should they choose, but her parents gave them to

two of them, because the parents believe that any faction that will have

the best of both of them, even if it keeps them away from their

families. She was also changing her nickname into Tris. She falling in

love with Four, and lose her friend, Albert. She revealed that her

mother was the Dauntless before her mother transfer to Abnegation.

From the explanation challenged the story, the authors conclude that

the theme of the Divergent Novel by Veronica Roth's this message that

do not always choose the difference it will lead us to happiness,

because you chose to far from the family it was a decision that was not

easy, though friendship and love is always with him.

4. CONCLUSION

The result of the analysis was shows that the whole elements of the

Divergent (2011) novel. As the main character, Beatrice Prior has an

important role throughout the novel story. She appears in the exposition,
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complication, climax, and resolution of the novel. As human being she have a

problem in her life, and motivates her to solve the problem with the steps. The

Divergent (2011) novel by Veronica Roth was very interesting to read and

study and it was interesting to analyze the novel because the story reflects on

the future situation and condition with the conflict. There are so many moral

message expressed by the author clearly. The researcher uses Feminist

Approach to analyze the novel because the story in the novel contains the

major principles of Feminism.

Finally, but the researcher it’s that this research paper from the novel

and contributes to the viewer references to the knowledge and the

development of literary study.

The study is The Divergent (2011) novel, the researcher finds many

moral values from the novel. The novel tells about the struggle of Beatrice

Prior to bring out her confidence and rebell to injustice. She brave to take of

choice, because she believes that she will get happiness and prosperity for all

people.
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